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To the Entire Israeli Police Force,
I sent you the wrong e-mail. This is the right e-mail.
After FOUR MONTHS of sending my correspondences initially down to the bottom of the Totem Pole of the Police
Bureaucracy – the Chief of Police of the Karmiel Police Department, whose name is Hori Rami, and finally all they way up to
the top of the Totem Pole of the Police Bureaucracy – the Ministry of Security...
...Based upon the observables, namely lack of any reply save one to my correspondences, the Basic Attitude of the entire
Israeli Police Force is that they will rather Protect Punk Criminals such as Susana Vexler who repeatedly Break the Law by
violating Protection Orders and issuing Threatening Notes to people such as myself…
…Then Protect their own Reputation by doing their job, which is to conduct an Investigation of the trash and threatening note
that I have reason to believe belong to Susana Vexler.
The Police are so blinded, deafened, and dumbed down by their own mean, stupid, selfish, lazy, arrogant, lying, flunky selves
that they are not willing to do what is in their own best interest.
Or maybe I am mistaken. Perhaps, the negative worldwide Internet exposure they are getting does not BOTHER them.
But, if that were so, then why is it that whenever I post something on this web page about the Israeli Police Force, the Israeli
Police Force uses the Israeli Peoples' tax dollars to bribe a rogue at Google to put their Google Snippet back on the Google
search engine?
On and off and on and off and on and off the Schizophrenic or maybe it ought to be called, “Schitzo-Frantic” Google Snippets
go!
Its like a lover who keeps saying, “Does she love me or does she love me not?” while plucking petals one by one off of a rose.
If the reader is interested in viewing the Google Snippets Chain then please go to the following hyperlinks at
www.bullcrapbusters.com:
13A
13B
13C
13D
And if the negative Internet exposure does not bother the Israeli Police Force then why is it that…
…During the entire four months of this Police Saga, the Police kept ringing my spouse and I on our cell phones. Of course
we did not answer our phones because I had explicitly and repeatedly instructed the Police via my correspondences to them to
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communicate with me in writing only so that I can document what they say.
And if the negative Internet exposure does not bother the Israeli Police Force then why is it that…
…During the entire four months of this Police Saga, the Police kept banging on and shouting at my spouse’s apartment door
where they believe I am staying. Of course my spouse did not answer his door since I had explicitly and repeatedly instructed
the Police via my correspondences to them to communicate with me in writing only so that I can document what they say.
The Police kept attempting to insidiously intimidate and/or manipulate me to remove them from my BullCrap Busters Website
by hoping to be able to pelt me with their “Doughnut” talk.
Clearly the Police are very UPSET that they are being EXPOSED on the Internet.
That being said...
The Israeli Police Force reminds me of a scene in a movie called, “Monty Pythons Holy Grail”. The scene occurs in a forest
in which two knights in black armor are fighting. One knight cleaves the other knight’s right arm off with his sword followed
by the left arm followed by the right leg followed by the left leg. The victorious knight starts to leave when the defeated
knight who can no longer hold his sword or his shield and has nothing left of him but his torso and head insists on continuing
the fight. The victorious knight stares down at the defeated knight as if he is insane and in disbelief walks away.
The enforcer Bully Coward Police are hoping that you will believe that they are invincible, untouchable, and unbreakable by
trying to HIDE their PAIN of the embarrASSment that they are to themselves and to the Whole Internet World.
That being said...
...The only reasonable conclusion I can make is that the Entire Israeli Police Force ACCEPTS BRIBE OFFERS FROM
CRIMINALS THAT HURT AND HARM AND/OR ENDANGER INNOCENT PEOPLES’ LIVES.
Meanwhile, Tick...Tock...Tick...Tock...goes the Clock.
For every day that goes by that the Israeli Police Force refuses to do their job is yet another day that more and more Israelis
will read my web page and know that their tax paying money is being spent to employ these corrupt public officials who do
not take their job seriously. And the rest of the people on the planet will be equally incensed that they too are being threatened
by such a trend.
...Although I do not believe that the Israeli Police Force will change their irrational mind for a rational mind, out of concern
for Public Safety I will continue to offer to remove all that I have stated on this web page about the Israeli Police Force if they
will do their job by conducting a proper Investigation of the trash and threatening note that I have reason to believe belong to
Susana Vexler.
If the reader is interested in viewing this above e-mail sent to the entire Israeli Police Force then please go to hyperlink 113 at
www.bullcrapbusters.com.
Elana Laham
Author of BullCrap Busters

This e-mail has been published on website (URL) www.bullcrapbusters.com on web page (html) “Updates 8/10/18” in the
section called, “Conclusion”.
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